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Custom designed with meticulous attention to detail, this spectacular family sanctuary will surpass your expectations.

The ultimate entertainer in a sun-soaked resort-style setting, the home seamlessly addresses every requirement with its

expansive dimensions, exceptional flair, and superb beachside locale.  South Australian smooth-cut limestone extends

from the property’s beautifully crafted exterior to its interior spaces evoking a wonderful sense of scale, style and

serenity. Gleaming hardwood floors sweep through the vast ground level, featuring a huge sunken lounge and granite bar

area, ideal for relaxed get togethers. Elegant curves and soaring light wells define the grand family zone, while a

wood-burner fireplace imbues an inviting warmth and ambience.The enviable choice of an indoor and outdoor kitchen is

an entertainer’s dream. Utilise the primary kitchen with its premium granite surfaces, array of quality appliances, and

walk-in pantry, or take things outside to a fully-appointed BBQ kitchen (wood-fire oven, barbeque and spit, range-hood,

and wet area). Here, an outstanding al fresco precinct encompasses protected areas to lounge and dine, a pool and spa to

cool off, an enclosed gym to work-out, and a hot-water shower to rinse off after a run or swim in the bay.Inside, the home’s

extensive amenity continues with a ground floor home-office, guest powder room, laundry boasting a handy chute from

upstairs, and access to a remote double garage and gym or additional garaging for a boat/trailer secured by roller-doors.

The upper level flaunts a study area and four generous bedrooms (built-in robes), including a huge parents’ retreat with a

sunset terrace, walk-in robe, and luxe dual vanity, double shower, spa en suite. The family bathroom is equally impressive

with its granite dual vanity, heat-light, and deep bath.  Impeccably maintained by its sole owner, this property offers

substantial living and accommodation in a surprisingly low maintenance environment. Climate controlled and alarmed

with extensive storage throughout, ducted vacuum, in-ceiling speakers, solar panels, and security gates. Holiday at home,

just moments from Beaumaris attractions, such as Seaview Village, Beaumaris primary and secondary schools,

championship golf courses, and the beautiful beachfront.For more information about this grand-scale entertainer please

contact Leanne Potter at Buxton Brighton on 0414 344 144.


